Meeting Minutes for Engineering Student Technology Committee
Meeting: 29 April 1010
7:45am in Titan

Attending: Leah Belval (ECE), Mark Berrill (ECE), Prof. Tom Chen (ECE), Ross Davenport (CE), Hannah
Hudson, chair (ME), Katie Marshall (CBE), Rachel McCrary (ATS), Syndi Nettles‐Anderson (ME),
Nick Parazoo (ATS), Mark Ritschard (ENS), Steve Rosnowski (CE), Nick Sansoni (CE), Prof. Tom Siller
(Academic Affairs), Kevin Warner (ME)
Not Attending:Prof. Brian Bledsoe (CE), Prof. Tom Bradley (ME), Ryan Friese (ECE), Prof. Taka Ito (ATS),
Prof. Ashok Prasad (CBE), Derek Williams (intra)

‐Review of 22 April meeting minutes
Unanimous approval
‐Engineering Email for Students
Committee feels like maybe phase out, new students don’t get an @engr account, they get a
.forward file to @rams with the option of turning it off. Keep the @engr accounts for all grad students
so they can send large files. Ritschard reports that it is time consuming to not have an address; a
.forward is a lot less work.
Motion for .forward for undergrads and keeping the email as it is for graduate students.
Unanimous approval
‐Budget
Ritschard reviews the budget and how everything is set up. He mentions there is a large budget
increase due to the large freshman class. Marshall questions if Biomed should have its own place
because it will be adding an undergraduate degree. This is not technically approved yet so for now no,
this issue will be revisited in the future.
Committee decides to upgrade to 22” monitors as they are up for replacement.
It will cost $3000 to switch to dual monitors in Anderson and Magellan. This will be done as the
current monitors are replaced with 22” monitors the old ones will be used to double up the 19” ones in
Anderson and Magellan
There is a question of upgrading the card readers to proxy style. Mark will look into this and see
what the ramifications of that would be.

